
Characters D6 / Maneeli Tuun (Kallidahin Chief Medic)

Name: Maneeli Tuun

Homeworld: Kallidah

Species: Kallidahin

Gender: Male

Hair color: None

Eye color: Red

DEXTERITY: 2D

        Blaster: 3D

        Dodge: 4D+2

        Melee Weapons: 4D+1

        Melee Parry: 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

        Bureaucracy: 3D+2

        Streetwise: 2D+2

        Survival: 4D+1

PERCEPTION: 3D

        Bargain: 4D

        Command: 3D+1

        Persuasion: 3D+2

        Search: 4D+2

STRENGTH: 2D+1

        Climbing/Jumping: 4D

MECHANICAL: 2D+1

        Communications: 3D+1

        Repulsorlift Operation: 4D

        Sensors: 3D

TECHNICAL: 2D

        Blaster Repair: 3D

        First Aid: 6D+1

        Medicine: 5D+1

        Computer Programming/Repair: 2D+2

        Security: 3D

Special Abilities:

         Telepathy: Kallidahin communicate through a form of telepathy allowing them to send thoughts and

simple feelings to any willing subject within 15 meters. This does not allow them to receive thoughts only

send them, and allows them to communicate with others without being sensed by others.

         Thick Skinned: Kallidahin have thick smooth fibrous skin which insulates them from the

environment as their cetacean ancestors were, giving them +1D to resist heat, cold, and pressure



differences.

         Osmotic Membrane: Kallidahin faces are blank osmotic membranes which allow them to filter

harmful substances from being breathed or absorbed by their bodies, giving them a +1D to resist such

substances.

Story Factors:

         Mute: The majority of Kallidahin have no vocal cords and therefore cannot speak, relying upon their

telepathy or shoulder mounted translators they often use to communicate with members of other species.

         Featureless: Kallidahin faces are blank featureless osmotic membranes making it almost

impossible to read their emotions except through body language, giving them a +1D to all skills which

hiding their emotions may help, such as Con, resisting Interrogation, etc.

Move: 8

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 2

Equipment:

        Pressure Suit, Comlink, Datapad, Medkit, Vibroknife (Str+1D)

Description: Maneeli Tuun was a male Kallidahin chief medic who worked on the medical facility in the

Polis Massa asteroids. Bulkier in appearance to his fellow Polis Massans, Maneeli was also one of the

few members of his species with the ability to speak.

Biography

When the dying PadmÃ© Amidala was brought to the medical facility in 19 BBY, about to give birth,

Maneeli Tuun rushed his medical staff to work. Despite the efforts of Tuun and his medics, PadmÃ©

passed away in theater, though the Polis Massans were able to successfully deliver the Senator's

children, Luke and Leia. 
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